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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an investigation of the relationship of habitation
and spatial structure through the identification of physical,
functional and positional attributes of territory in dwelling and the
application of those properties in design explorations.
The potential for a space to be used as habitation is
dependant on its form and capacity. Form is made apparent
through the physical definitions of the space. Capacity takes into
account sizes required for patterns of habitation and recognizes
differentiated zones as an extension of space that can
accommodate changes in those patterns.
The organization of space for dwelling is given order through
the spatial structure. Spatial rules govern the location of spatial
components within the territory. In the same way, external
positional operations affect the relationship of a space to other
spaces in a larger context. Recurring dimensions in aggregation
give coherence to space and makes it recognizable as an order.
Finally, the relationship of light to the spatial form brings it to life.
The territories in dwelling will be examined in two ways. First, it will
be treated as an isolated spatial artifact. Second, it will be viewed
as a part of a larger ordering. Thus the thesis is organized as
follows:
A. as habitation
1. territory
positional
2. access
territory
B. as
1.
2.
3.
of space in a dwelling which includes...
- defined as a place by capacity and by internal
attributes
- defined as a space associated with the
a structure or order of spatial form...
external positional attributes (extensions of physical
definitions and displacement operations)
aggregations of sizes
relationship of light
The architectural projects used as reference in this thesis
are Horatio West Court Apartments by Irving Gill, the Sachs
Apartments by Rudolph Schindler and the Rosenbaum Residence
by Frank Lloyd Wright.
Thesis Supervisor:
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Thomas Chastain
Assistant Professor of Architecture
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Introduction
This thesis has it beginnings in the conviction that housing is
headed towards a prefabricated process. In this notion there is a
concern that the housing will be determined by manufacturing
constraints rather than by ergonometric and social pressures.
As I do not have expertise in the manufacturing realm
necessary to examine the problem directly, I have directed my
studies towards an understanding of the design side. This is the
hope that there is the potential to assert the user's interests into the
building process.
The physical requirements of dwelling or living in a space
are often imbedded in the artifacts of habitation. In other words, the
dwelling is built around the activities of the inhabitants. There are
sizes and dimensions, organizations of space and choice of
materials which facilitate the expression of these activities.
As the occupants of an environment lay claim to the space,
there is an identity which emerges. We see this phenomenon in
vernacular architecture. We identify these spaces as having
"character". The "character" is built by factors such as the
deployment and application of available materials and furnishings,
the knowledge base from which the buildings are constructed and
furnished, and the use patterns which suggest the relationships
between space and material. Coherence and variation exist
simultaneously.
In this thesis, the territory is used as a vehicle for examining
the spaces, their positioning and organization from the point of view
of habitation. Territory will be defined as a region in space,
recognizable by physical definitions, use or positional relationships
When viewing a spatial construction as a structuring of territories
through the application of positional operations, the resulting
spaces engage three concepts (habitation, access and light) of
dwelling. These concepts facilitate the production of design by
identifying sizes and relationships of space.
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Physical definitions
A physical definition is a manifestation of the spatial
structure which suggests the form of the territory and partially
defines the zones within the territory.
A physical definition can be (see diagrams at left) ...
A - a demarcation of real materials which indicate the
extent of the territory.
B - a virtual demarcation of the territory implied by
boundaries drawn between points of materials (typically
perpendicular to nearby surfaces)
C - extensions of planes parallel to surfaces.
Physical definitions describe qualities about the territory.
Materials describe the surface and articulation of the
territory. The degree of closure, for example, talks about privacy or
separation. The repetition of columns talks about the continuity of
the territory and implies movement through space.
Dimensions which locate the physical elements also impact
the description of territory and its capacity. Coherence in
dimension affects the understanding of the dwelling as an
environment.
Light can modify the qualities of the form and change the
appearance of the physical definitions.
The following study will look at the references and identify
the territory as a distinct space for specific activities of habitation.
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Sachs Apartments - R.M. Schindler
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Sachs Apartments - R.M. Schindler
Unit B
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Access and Habitable Zone in Territory
Territory is differentiated into two general
components: access and habitable zones. The physical
definitions and organization of the territories gives us
dimensions, configuration and location of these components.
Access is a space associated with the territory that
provides a way of moving into and through the space. It
gives information about the internal organization of the
territory as well as linking one territory with other territories.
Finally, access organizes a larger territory.
Habitable zones are spaces in a territory that
accommodate dwelling activities such as sleeping or food
preparation. In turn, the dwelling activities give identity and
meaning to the physical definitions and characteristics of the
territory.
The physical position of access relative to the territory
can be described in two ways. First, it can be located within
the territory, helping to define and locate habitable zones of
the territory. Second, it can be located at the edge of the
territory, helping to define the edges of the territory.
The continuity of access and the territory can be
either direct of indirect, thus making a claim about the
territory's quality of privacy or publicness.
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Capacity in Territory
The capacity of a territory is the potential for that territory to
be an environment for a variety of activities. In a generative sense,
capacity also refers to the territory's potential to evoke those
activities and patterns of inhabitation.
When addressing the capacity of a territory, we ask directly
about the possible activities which can be accommodated by that
territory. Indirectly, we are asking about the territory's dimensions
and internal organization.
The dimensions and internal organization implied or
generated directly from the physical definitions directly affect the
habitation of the space. In 'Variations: the Systematic Design of
Supports', John Habraken alludes to the mechanics of capacity.
He postulates use zones ordered parallel to the street in a row
house situation. The use zones can be occupied by a range of
distinct activity spaces He introduces the notion of a margin zone
which is located between the use zones.
The margin zone is of interest because it is a flexible space
which can accommodate extension of the use zone and its
dwelling, access or service functions.
"Environmental form is an object that
invites performance and behavior of
people whereas the machine is an
object that performs and behaves."
John Habraken, "The Appearance of
Form"
use zone
a / margin zone
a use zone
The occupation of the margin and the affect on the adjacent use zones
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The choices made regarding the occupation of the
margins greatly affect the capacity of the adjacent use zones
(see diagram on the previous page). Certain-choices will
disallow other choices. For example, the placement of a
closet in the bedroom will constrain the location of the
furnishings.
Thus, for a specific function, there are positional
attributes associated with the function which affect the
location of other functions relative to it. The drawings on the
left show the positional attributes of a closet and their affect
on the placement of a bed.
Another attribute of position which affects the capacity
of a space is the degree of permeability between the territory
and the building access. The access can be either excluded
or included by the territory. If we say that the access is
included by the territory, we mean that the function or
functions of habitation expressed by the territory can be
extended into the space of the access thus enlarging the
range of potential activities.
The following studies examine the territories identified
in the preceding chapter and groups them by dwelling
function. The study is looking at configuration of access and
habitable zones in addition to the positional attributes and
sizes that are important to capacity.
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Characteristics of Territory
The diagrams shown on this page show possible positional
relationship and degree of continuity of access to the territory.
The types of territory shown on the next page are derived
from the studies of the references. The drawings suggest possible
configurations of access and habitable zones in relationship to the
territory.
Assuming that the size of access is smaller than the size of
the territory, the access can be positioned either at the edge of a
territory or somewhere within. In the simple case, there is one
access to a territory. The two possibilities are depicted in the top
row.
The two lower rows of the taxonomic matrix are members of
the second order of access/territory organizations which share
positional attributes of one or both members of the first order.
Enantiomorphic resultants have been excluded as there is no claim
to scale in the chart.
The access zone refers to the space manifested by the
physical definitions of the territory. While it is not necessary that
the access passes through the territory, access must lead into the
territory.
The habitable zone implies that the dimensions appropriate
to the pattern of occupation are present in the space. For example,
if the territory in question is a bedroom, the minimum dimension for
the habitable zone would include space for the size of the bed and
ancillary spaces.
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External positional operations
Up to this point, we have discussed the territory as a simple
structure which roughly corresponds to the habitable zone, access
and the margins. This section will look at the operations by which
territories interact.
In the references, it was observed that the organization of
territories was governed by several positional rules. If we
reexamine the original definition for territory, we find that we can
extend this definition to include territories which are comprised of
an organization of smaller territories.
For the sake of differentiating the rules imbedded in the
organization of the larger territory from the internal positional
attributes of the smaller territories, we will call these rules out as
external positional operations.
External refers to the organization of smaller territories
implied but not manifested at the size of the smaller territories.
Position refers to the geometric relationship between the different
orders of territories. Operation refers to the arrangement rules
applied to the territories in order to locate them.
The following study will treat the access as being part of the
organization of the building. The territories are shown in
relationship to the building access.
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Before discussing the positioning of territories, there should
be an inclusion regarding the quality of the relationship between the
territory and the larger access as it relates to this topic.
The external access can be related to a territory in one of
three ways. It can pass through the territory, transforming the
character of the territory to that of being public or readily accessible
to the building organization. The access can pass by the side of
the territory, being reinforced by the definitions of the territory. In
the last possibility, the territory can serve as the termination for the
access.
Having talked about the relationship between the territory
and the building access, we will enter into a discussion about the
positioning of the territories to each other. The simplest case of
multiple territorial interaction begins with two territories. The chart
shown on the next page describes several possible configurations
and the positional operation from which those cases derive.
The chart should be read as a taxonomic matrix with each
drawing being a result of the two operations called at the top and
the left of the chart. For example, the middle drawing would be
classified as an overlapping lateral displacement of the two
territories.
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Extended Territories and Three Positional Operations
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The Territories Positioned
As a case study, the Rosenbaum residence will serve to
illustrate the observable positional operations.
Three territorial sizes have been identified and shown in
relationship to the building access system. The sizes were chosen
to correspond to the dimensions employed in the building.
Building Size Territory - the largest dimensions are built by the
physical extents of the building
Collective Size Territory - the intermediate sizes are derived from
the living room and the collective spaces. The collective size is
consistant with the territories associated with related uses of
habitation.
Private Size Territory - the smallest size is determined by the
dimensions of the private spaces and the adjacent zones which are
related to those spaces.
Access
.Collective Size Territory
-K
Building Size Territory
..........._
Private Size Territory
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singularly identifiable portions of the
building.
The small dimensions are related to the
margin space associated with dwelling
activity. The margin is positioned in
.. relationship to the edge.
The dimension is not as firm number,
but rather, represents a range of
dimensions that would accomodate
various activities. We frequently refer to
the zone of the margin as "slack".
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the building.
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Overlapping and rotated territories
I |
The resulting zones roughly correspond
to the access. The extensions of the
edge access (A) zones partially define a
zone in which the building access turns.
Overlapping and rotated territories
I I |I |
I \
The building access moves between the
territories and turns at the rear edge
zones. (B)
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Rotated territories
The private size territory is positioned so
as to provide a termination to the
building access.
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Design exploration:
territory and position
The organization for the design
exercise was based on the notion that
the building access provided the basis
for positioning of the smaller territories.
The dwelling activities have a range
of sizes which overlap with the access in
the zone that has been labeled "slack".
Collective areas such as the living
room, dining area and kitchen, are
directly connected with the access and
the physical definitions of the collective
territory are marked by virtual
demarcations and by the arrangement
of the furnishings.
The private territories are marked by
hard edges (walls). The capacity is
implied.
It is possible to realize a range of
other sizes by a building action. The
wall could be moved. The built in closet
can be stripped of the closet furnishings
and used in another way.
The arrows represent possible range
of reconfiguration for furnishings or
materials. The rearrangement implies a
change in the pattern of habitation.
Design exploration:
territory and position
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Design exploration:
territory and position
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Design exploration:
territory and position
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Aggregations of Sizes
Earlier we alluded to the physical definitions as being part of
a spatial structure. A spatial structure refers to dimensional and
positional rules which organize architecture into coherent works.
In a simple case, we may regard the structural grid as a form
of spatial structure. The building systems are positioned in
relationship to the spatial framework of the grid. There are
dimensions and sizes which are generated from the grid.
One can consider the superposition of territories at all sizes
of a dwelling as a spatial structure.
In the following studies of Horatio West and Sachs
Apartments, the spatial structure will be explored as an artifact of
the external positional operations and the disposition of the
territories by identifying a set of sizes for territories and observing
how each size affects and is affected by another.
.. . . 1.
r 4r -
42 .. ~-±4
Sizes of Operation
There are a range of sizes for
territories in a dwelling. For detached
units, they operate from the size of the
site down to the sizes of the furnishings.
Each size has a relationship to the
smaller and larger sizes through their
position, use or physical definition.
the site size
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the building size to the collective sizethe building size
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he private size
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the collective size to the private size the size of furnishing
Horatio West Court Apartments
...... ...
first... flor.la
The implied shift of the building
territory builds two zones at the edges of
the territory. The two zones correspond
to the outdoor living areas.
94
second floor
first floor plan
A smaller size (A) which includes a
private size and a portion of the building
access is observed. In this case, that
size is one quarter of the area of the
building size.
The dimensions of overlap (B) of two
of these territories give the size of the
entry.
ema essssigs--mu'
second floor plan
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physic I mension C
17/
first floor plan
A smaller size (one sixteenth of the
area of the building size) is positioned at
the edges of the middle size. The
resulting demarcations correspond to
the depth dimensions of access, a
physical extent (the projection of the
hearth) and a slack dimension.
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second floor plan
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Sachs Apartments, unit B
The study of a Sachs apartment is
an exercise to identify a spatial structure
by examining the physical definitions of
a set of territorial dimension.
The drawings isolate a private size of
territory which includes a specific
dimension for access. The common
physical definitions are then called out
on the plan.
I I I 1 1 4|1
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private size territories and access
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These drawings isolate the
previously cited private size of territory
which includes the access within the
extent of the territory.
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aggregated private size territories
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spatial structure diagram
The next four pages identify a
collective size within the dwelling. The
physical definitions of this territory
suggest a third order of access/
habitable zone type. (see diagram
above)
The type is superimposed over
several spaces which share the
demarcations. The access is called out
and the relationship between this spatial
ordering and the access is observed.
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collective size territories
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Light and movement
Light is an important component in architecture by its affect
on the quality of a space. In addition to the illumination required to
carry out dwelling functions, light has a great affect on territories.
Light ...
- is introduced to define portions of territories
- articulates the links between territories
. is used to inform the inhabitant of movement
- shows relationships between inside and outside
- reveals spatial form as a dynamic structure by highlighting
elements and by changing in position and intensity through
time
The following studies show light as a generator of movement
and as an operation defining territories.
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Horatio West Court Apartments
C
upper level plan
lower level plan
B mmd 6= A
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C
C
The displacement of the territory
builds a zone in which the skylight is
placed. The movement upward is
reinforced by the landing and the wash
of light from the clerestory window
above the turn of the winding stairs.
section A-A
light -------
The displacement of the next space --------------
(receding and moving up in the diagram)
gives the dimension of the clerestory.
The turn of the stair at the second floor ----
is also accomodated in this zone.
The position of the space at the top
of the stairs builds the lateral dimension
of the light well.
section A-A
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section A-A
The overlap between the stair spaces
and the room territory builds creates a
zone for decision making. The light at
the front of the room extends the room
into this zone.
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This section shows the sequence of
movement up from the opposite side.
section B-B
The zone of overlap gives the
possibility for th e inclusion of light.
section B-B
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Rosenbaum Residence
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Rosenbaum Residence
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Design exploration:
light, movement and territory
The drawings shown take the
position that light can be employed as a
territory, exhibit physical attributes and
be subject to the same positional
operations like any other territory.
The territory of light takes its form
from the territories around it and, in
return, affects the adjacent territories.
key plan
A * transverse section
B - interior elevation
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Appendix: Design Explorations
The following section includes design exercises undertaken
during the course of the thesis term.
The diagram on this page shows sizes generated by the
aggregation of internal organization spatial structures positioned to
extend the building territory into the site.
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Design exploration:
two-family unit
ground level plan
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second level plan
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section through living area
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Design exploration:
rowhouse
ground level group
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section through unit
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Design exploration:
position and territory
collective territory position
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diagram of spatial structure
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territories, access and containments
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Design exploration:
prototype units in spatial structure
The notion was to examine the
spatial structure as it pertains to a size
larger than the building. A clustered unit
configuration was chosen for this
exercise as it deals directly with the
internal and external organizational
issues.
A "prototype" of unit was developed
using the territorial structure of the
Sachs apartments, and reconfiguring it
in a more compact way.
The "prototype" was then
transformed as it is deployed on the site
in order to accommodate the site
definitions.
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unit A
unit B
second level plan
unit C
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unit A, second floor
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unit B, ground floor
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unit B, second floor
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unit C, ground floor
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unit C, second floor
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